FaitalPRO will be exhibiting at the forthcoming
Prolight + Sound in Frankfurt.
Ten new products and major enhancements to existing systems.FaitalPRO will -once again- exhibit
at Prolight + Sound in Frankfurt - regarded as the world's biggest international trade fair for audiovisual production event and communication technology and entertainment. Prolight + Sound 2007
edition opens on Wednesday, March 28th and runs until Saturday, March 31st where FaitalPRO will
welcome all partners, customers and enthusiasts in
Hall 4.1 - Booth B37 (which happens to be the same as last year).
Visitors to Prolight + Sound will have the opportunity to witness the power of the new generation of
FaitalPRO products, actually there will be major new product releases: TEN brand new products.
Besides, always aware of the need to expand and improve their products, FaitalPRO are launching
enhancements and upgrades to all existing systems across their entire product range.
"From the big variety of products which FaitalPRO will present there", Said Flavio Naggi Overseas
Sales Manager, "the ones which will attract most attention will be the new heavy-duty woofers and
drivers, speciﬁcally designed for the growing and demanding needs of today's applications."
All professional visitors at Prolight + Sound and Hall 4.1 - Boot B37, can walk around our stand and
comfortably see all products displayed and will have a unique opportunity to talk with Flavio Naggi
and Igor Cambazzu, Pro Audio Sales Manager, about the possibilities FaitalPRO technology can oﬀer
European audio companies.
Moreover, visitors can learn the latest news about FaitalPRO's technology and vision for
professional top-of-the-line applications by talking to our engineers.
Flavio Naggi commented: "Europe is a highly potential High-End Audio, Pro and Installation
marketplace for FaitalPRO and, with the upcoming launch of the new products, we look forward to a
successful Prolight + Sound in Frankfurt.
Come and see us in Frankfurt! Our team of Pro-Audio Specialists will be delighted to meet you at
Prolight + Sound".
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